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The empress who had already started to fight for this revival pill, heard Charlie’s words, her
whole body was shocked in an instant, and a strong sense of disappointment surged in her
heart.
She didn’t expect that even though Charlie gave Helena Rejuvenation Pill, he directly
appointed her to give the Rejuvenation Pill to her mother.
In this case, I am afraid that there is no fate between myself and this part of the
rejuvenation pills.
Charlie naturally saw the empress’s emotional change in his eyes.
The reason why he made a fake shot was to see if the queen coveted this part of the
rejuvenation pills, and if so, remind the queen by the way.
He wanted to let the queen know that the rejuvenation pill would only be taken out for
the sake of Helena’s face

Therefore, if she wants to continue to get the Rejuvenation Pill, she must honestly transfer
the power, and must not be smart enough to leave behind.
Otherwise, if the old lady changes her mind temporarily, or after Helena becomes the
throne, she is still unwilling to release her power and take Helena completely empty, even if
Helena becomes a queen, she is just a puppet.
I took a hard time and helped Helena to the throne in order to let Helena control the real
power of the royal family and use the influence of the royal family to help her expand her
business in Europe.

If Helena is emptied by the current queen, then even in this position, she will not be able
to play any substantial role.
In addition to using this part of the Rejuvenation Pill to remind the current queen, Charlie
also wanted to make Helena more grateful to herself.

He not only cured her disease, but also saved her mother. He even helped her clear the
obstacles and inherit the position of queen. In addition, he even took out precious
rejuvenation pills to help her mother regulate her body. .
So much kindness is placed here, I believe Helena will keep it in her heart in the future.
And Charlie did not guess Helena’s heart wrong, at this moment, her gratitude to Charlie
could no longer be described in words.
There was only one thing in her mind at this time, and that was to do her best to repay
Charlie’s kindness to her.
She didn’t hesitate to make her feel bad.
Helena, who was extremely touched, stared at Charlie with a pair of blue eyes unblinking,
and said in a choked voice: “MR. Wade…you are so kind to me as a mountain. In this life,
Helena will always Respect you!”
Charlie nodded slightly and smiled indifferently: “Give the medicine to your mother.”
“Okay!” Helena wiped away her tears and immediately put the quarter of a rejuvenating
pill into her mother’s hands. , Said excitedly: “Mom, you are about to take this medicine. This
medicine is a magical medicine brought by MR. Wade. Grandma’s deep coma is based on it
to wake up!”
Helena’s mother said in disbelief and blurted out asked her: “? it really that magical
medicine”
Helena nodded, extremely excited, said: “!! I have seen, this drug really amazing to know
you quickly eat”
Queen of heart at the moment all Bleeding.
She even prayed deep in her heart, praying that Helena’s mother would not eat this part
of the rejuvenating pill, so that after Charlie left, she could find a way to get this part of the
pill.
But at this moment, Helena’s mother took the rejuvenating pill and put the pill in her
mouth without hesitation!

At this moment, the empress immediately became extremely disappointed.
As for Helena’s mother, a huge change visible to the naked eye immediately took place at
this time!
The first is her complexion, which quickly changed from the original paleness and
weakness to a full-spirited, ruddy luster.
The second is that half of her white hair turned into shiny brown hair again at a speed
visible to the naked eye.
What’s even more incredible is that even some of the wrinkles on the corners of her eyes
and face quickly faded in a short time, and even a large part of the wrinkles disappeared
directly!

